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Selected issues

1  Introduction

There can be a few basic kinds of space distinguished: inti-
mate (private) social and public. There might be also spaces, 
which are created within intermingling of mentioned types, 
such as: half intimate space (Wejchert, 1993). All of these kinds 
can be noticed in urban space. They all have certain adminis-
tration authorities, which decide about their developing and 
usage, that is about their furnishings. In the case of private 
space, such as interior courtyards or gardens, their planning 
and furnishings’ selection, not always is appropriate, however 
they are the results of autonomic decisions made by owners. 
These elements often become an expression of their individu-
ality (for example: half-private space – front garden). As far 
as the public spaces are concerned, such as streets, avenues, 
car parks, squares, parks, playgrounds etc. (in a smaller range 
social), their fi nal looks is decided by a variety of services. 
Perhaps, their quantity is the cause of a visible lack of coor-
dination of undertaken acts and initiatives, which in result 
give incoherent and disorderly image of many cities in Po-
land. An intensive development of urban spaces and related 

characteristic economical growth, has been mirrored in spatial 
development as well. There are lots of new, interesting and 
well-groomed cities’ interiors in Poland, coming to being. 

2  Site-details and their function

This care for aesthetic side of public space includes the small-
est elements of its equipment as well, which appear at the 
market in huge quantity and variety. They have signifi cant 
infl uence on its fi nal shaping, and each tiny change provides 
sometimes complete makeover of an everyday space’s image 
(for example: change of a bus shelter or change of square’s 
pavement) is noticeable by the users. However, to make them 
more conspicuous, they have to be much more attractive. 
The use of interesting form or function guarantees being 
distinguished from the surroundings, which makes them ex-
ceptionally readable (Wejchert, 1984). An appropriate usage 
of these kinds of elements, along within conscious creating of 
space, provide a good reception of a single element, shapes 
and plot of the whole surrounding. These problems apply to 
bigger and smaller towns and villages as well, that is why 
they have recently been considered in some law regulations 
in Poland (Michalak et al., 2003).

The base of this spatial shaping policy is spatial order and 
sustainable development. According to which, the order is 
such shaping of space, which creates a harmonized entirety 
and takes into consideration in orderly relation any conditions 
and functional, social-economical, environmental, cultural and 
compositional-aesthetic demands. In spatial planning the 
environmental protection, health protection or economical 

Figure 1:  Street-lamps in Las Vegas, USA (source: private archive).
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values are also taken into account, connected with spatial or-
der – including urban planning and architecture and architec-
tural and landscape qualities (Spatial Planning and Developing 
Law of Poland, 2003). The urban details are the smallest ele-
ments, which organize and co-create the city’s public space. 
For cities’ users it is not only extensive landscape interior that is 
important (Figure 1) such as city square, but also a bit smaller 
details like the street and the furnishing element at the end – 
an architectural and site-detail. 

The smaller the town is, the easier and more intensive is re-
ception and recording of those tiny forms. When we arrive 
at the city or neighbourhood for the fi rst time, we try to fi nd 
any recognizable spots, which might be helpful in future ori-
entation in that area. Such objects are kind of “distinguishing 
marks”, which are the equivalent of the characteristic features 
like an original fountain (Figure 2) (Maass et al., 1979). Due to 
their function, these elements ought to be chosen appropri-
ately to the spot’s character and style of the rest of elements 
in the space. Then, they all are excellently composed with 
the landscape (Figure 2), becoming objects, which make an 
orientation in the area quicker and easier. 

The telephone booth or street lamp, despite the fact they all 
are the basic furnishings of any urban space, they sometimes 
also become almost an accent – symbol, facilitating the iden-
tifi cation (for instance – London telephone booth, Figure 3). 

Figure 2: North Yorkshire (above) (source: Picture Book of Britain, 1971: 98 – author: Kenneth Scowen) and Fountain in Oslo (below) 
(source: Michalak et al., 2003).

Figure 3: Trafalgar Square (above) (source: Internet 1) and 
famous telephone booth – London (below) (source: 
Internet 2).
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3  Designing of the furnishing for public 

spaces

In big agglomerations, in turn due to the huge variety of 
forms, functions and scales it seems that it is especially signif-
icant to operate skilfully with urban details. The form’s clarity 
and an appropriate colour, to contrast with the background 

(below) or to harmonize with it (above), ought to be one of 
their futures.

However, during the process of creation and selection for a 
certain space (extended study on details by Michalak, 2000) 
a special attention should be paid to a group of features 
distinguishing the surrounding. The ideas for new objects 
with new forms, scale and “language”, ought to take into con-
sideration also those already applied, avoiding forms entirely 
alien to the local planning. The most accurate seems to be a 
creative designing, innovative, but respectful to the tradition 
and earlier creation.

“… For a man, the indispensable spatial environment is not 
only well organized, properly functioning, but also delivering 
him some aesthetic experiences, including diff erent moods, 
poetry, symbolism [...] allowing for a relationship of each 
individual with the city, its’ neighbourhood or region” (We-
jchert, 1984: 93). A skilful public space furnishing is assured 
by creating a harmonized composition, which gives a clear 

and well-considered landscape interior. All of its elements 
can not be selected without the place’s context and its func-
tion. The important thing is, to consider and design them 
as a harmonized and complete whole. It applies to public 
spaces in particular, because their character requires precise 

Figure 4:  Waterfront Park – USA (above) (source: Cerver, 1996) and Park in Oslo, Norway (below) (source: Michalak et al., 2003).

Figure 5:  Park bench for Warsaw; M. Dąbrowski, 1. price (a), 
distinguish awards: M. Sobczak (b), M. Golędzinowska 
(c), J. Iwanicki (d), K. Włoch (e), S. Łobos (f ). (Source: 
Broniatowska, 2006: 14) 
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Figure 6:  Park bench for Warsaw – distinguish awards: 
P. Stolarski (a), R. Szczepańska (b), K. Jankiewicz (c) 
(source: Broniatowska, 2006: 14)
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and complex designing process. Unfortunately, it seems that 
very few decision-makers in Polish cities are aware of it. The 
capital’s authorities may be an exception, for their initiative 
in changing the street’s signboards and houses’ numbers 
in Warsaw, which is visited everyday by lots of lost tourists. 
Another action, showing a high awareness of authorities, 
was a student competition for park bench, organized by 
Head-architect of Warsaw (February 2006). The aim was to 
fi nd a design, which would distinguish the city, make it nicer 
and much more representative. Looking at students’ works, 
showed below, a furniture element in a public space can 
have a classic shape (Figure 5).

The students’ proposals included also more innovative forms, 
though they excellently complied with landscape of a certain 
space (Figure 5).

This sort of details may also contrast with the surroundings, 
either by the colour of designed element, its’ form or by used 
material (Figure 6).

Such contests, show the increasing need for taking care of 
city’s image, even in detailed scale. These small elements, 
apart from for their utilitarian function, play signifi cant role 
in ordering of the spatial composition, and so the aesthetic 
issue is also important.

The tendency of prefabricate technology, visible in build-
ing industry, caused that buildings along with details, are in 
majority deprived of individual, regional features, connected 
with tradition and lifestyle of citizens living in that part of a 
town (Wejchert, 1984). 

Very often, these elements (neither the style nor material), do 
not refer in any way to existing architectural objects. So, instead 

of harmonizing, completing the interior, they are rather sort of 
dissonance. The strong need of being diff erent and diverse is 
conducive to appearing of new forms. However, their unstop-
pable changing process makes the details impossible to func-
tion as signs, making the orientation in the area easier. In fact, 
they could actually cause disorientation. However, introducing 
exactly the same streetlamps, bus-stops or fences in spaces of 
diff erent functions and character, is also not a good solution. 
The optimal solution is providing an aesthetic appearance and 
an appropriate vivid character selected especially for the type 
of an object (Figure 7, left). The example of rubbish presented, 
illustrates inconsistency of selection rules (Figure 7, right).

The furnishing elements of public spaces ought to divide and 
distinguish it to make it clear and coherent for a recipient. 
Among basic elements of streets’ and urban squares’ equip-
ment, there are advertising elements. These are advertising 
signboards, bill-posts, billboards or also grand format adver-
tising constructions.

The next group are elements of town’s visual information, 
such as street signs, boards, signboards (streets’ names), 
numbers, city clocks, bill-posts; quite important are also el-
ements connected with keeping cleanness in city, such as: 
rubbish-bins, mobile toilets; For tourists the most important 
elements are those, which enable an easy access to vari-
ous places like public communication stops, taxi stops and 
parking meters (Maass et al., 1979); From the aesthetic and 
utilitarian point of view, important are also elements used 
for lighting of urban spaces. And the others: benches, seats, 
shelters, roofi ng, play-ground equipment, fl ower beds and 
fl ower bowls. These are elements connected mostly with 
service and furniture of green spaces of the city. The last 
group includes interpersonal communication elements, such 
as: telephone booths, letter boxes etc. 

Figure 7:  Streetlamp – Oslo (left) and rubbish-bin – Poznań (right) (source: Michalak et al., 2003).
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Such elements as streetlamps, benches, rubbish bins, tele-
phone booths, bill-posts, fl ower beds or fences; create a base 
of equipment of most of the built-up areas, that is why they 
have to come up to many diff erent expectations. Introduc-
ing them into the space one should remember they are to 
harmonize not only with a certain interior but between one 
another as well. Therefore, it is recommended that for each 
interior those elements should be designed in groups, so 
called: families of details. Then, in one interior, all benches, 
streetlamps etc. could be created in the same style, form, 
assuring in this way fully harmonized spatial composition.

Apart from aesthetic values, important are also utilitarian 
features. Because of localization in public space, the main 
issue is their destruction resistance, caused by improper 
usage or just mere acts of vandalism. Another cause of de-
struction it is the infl uence of atmospheric factors, which is 
why a proper, systematic conservation should be provided. 
The additional advantage is the choice of an appropriate 
material, which not only guarantees a stable construction, 
but also atmospheric factors’ resistance (Bartosiewicz, 
1977). The aforementioned issues are very important, be-
cause the quality of the furnishings elements have a direct 

Figure 8: Bill-post with a clock (left) and letter box – Poznań (right) (source: Michalak et al., 2003).

Figure 9:  Play-ground by the St. Mary Nursery, Kilburn, London, designed by Sarah Wigglesworth Architects 2004 (source: Fiszer, 
2006: 58).
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infl uence on the quality of the space itself and the degree of 
usage comfort. Each and every element, depending on its 
type, is subject to the certain requirement. A bench ought 
to be comfortable and safe, rubbish-bin ought to be volu-
minous and easy to empty, and a street-lamp should ensure 
a good visibility both to the pedestrians and the motorized 
(Bartosiewicz, 1977).

There is also a special group of details, which fi ll such public 
spaces as play-grounds. Among other features, they must 
have a stable construction, lack of sharp edges etc. Above 
all, they have to be safe for young users, additionally they 
ought to be educational and encourage to play, just like the 
one in London (Figure 9). 

The issue connected with infl uence of these small elements 
on a quality of reception and usage of public spaces, has 
been undertaken by students of Faculty of Architecture, at 
Poznan University of Technology. It has been a reaction to the 
problem of space and changing social behaviour patterns. 
Presented designs were prepared along with consideration 
of aesthetics, ergonomics, economy, ease of use, durability 
and visibility. For various public spaces, of diff erent functions 
and characters, there have been proposed groups and sin-
gle elements of equipment. First example, it is a detail for 
a small green square, which is also may be an ornament of 
the interior (Figure 10). 

Completely diff erent style of detail but innovative in charac-
ter is an example of details designed for a square in Wilda 
(part of the city) area. The applied material that is wood and 
concrete constitutes a mix of stable construction and com-
fortable and interesting form (Figure 11). 

Another examples are rather innovative, but used material 
(wood and concrete) gives a stable construction and a com-
fortable form (Figure 11, above) and next to it an unusual 
form of street-lamp for a historical park (Figure 11, below).
 

4  Conclusion

A modern city should be characterized with care for good 
orientation in the area, order and aesthetic side of its in-
teriors. However, along with those aspects, another one 
must not be forgotten, which is the security. It depends 
on shape and relation between particular elements of the 
space whether good conditions for functioning of the city 
can be assured or whether in contrary multiplying patholog-
ical and aggression acts etc will aggravate. An appropriate 
organization and furnishings of this kind of space will surely 
help in giving comfort and security to its users (Czarnecki 
et al., 2004). Therefore these small elements should not be 
ignored in creating urban public spaces. The realization of 
these assumptions ought to be strengthened by conscious 
work of architect-urban planner (Broniatowska, 2006), who 
should take into account also a fact, that fi nal aesthetic val-
ues of urban details like form, colour, proportion, material 
are determined by elements of dominating architectural 
objects and their function in a certain landscape. This crea-
tor should be able to predict the infl uence of introduced 

Figure 10:  Carpet beating stand as a furnishing, Poznań, 
(G. Krajewski) and Family of details – Sołacki Park – 
Poznań, Poland (M. Krzewina) (source: PUT Archive).

Figure 11:  Details for City Park – Poznań (above) by R. 
Byczkowski and Historical Park –Dobrzyca (below) 
by P. Rytlewski, Poland (source: PUT Archive).
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elements on an observer and user of the space at the same 
time (Wejchert, 1984). Such actions, ensure creation of un-
forgettable image of the city, readable and aesthetic, catch-
ing up with the times, but carrying also the features of local 
character. 
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